ESOTERIC ASTROLOGY AS NEWS FOR WEEK JANUARY 2 – 8, 2019

The New Year Signs in the Heavens

We begin the new year with Mars entering Aries (new realities, new endeavors), two eclipses (the old ways disappear), a new moon, and Uranus (disruption, surprises, new rhythms) turning direct headed towards Taurus (March) which means the economic reorientation will then move into full swing. The new year will definitely bring forth unusual surprises, changes, shifting weather patterns and the reset of the world economy.

In the Chinese zodiac, 2019 is the year of the Earth Pig which means an abundant year, even abundant change. The planetary influences this year, especially Uranus in Taurus (economic revolution, a changing economic landscape) will create great shifts in our awareness allowing for a greater perspective, adjustments and a wider world view. An exponential curve of new realities will unfold.

Many of us will choose a different perspective and direction. Decoding reality differently. We may surprise ourselves, Monday, (Jan 2) Sun joins Saturn, illuminating the place of control and responsibility. And this year combines those lessons, but with interesting new dreams coming true. You rush into the new year with your usual impatience, intrigued with what’s to come. You realize your life is a Divine Plan that ultimately wants you to be happy and carefree. Education plays a big role in 2019. Your mind expands beyond all limits. Work is good and you initiate innovative changes. Spirit catches you. You don’t fall down.

In the US: A bountiful occur. Cereus comes along offering the nurturing, food, herbs, rest, quiet and care you need. An integration happens at home which has been a long time coming. Uranus settles into good into your sign. Expect brilliant flashes of insight, radical changes in identity, novel ideas. Tend very carefully to health. Have your well-being a priority and goal all year long. Rest more.

SAGITTARIUS: We can at times feel harmony, inner and outer balance and a feeling of care and contentment. The new year offers these in great quantities through personal and intimate relationships. A strong bond grows between you and another. Do not allow anxiety or uncertainty to hinder feelings of closeness. Life may become fast, unusual and changing. Remain poised, remember the sign of the disciple is adaptability. You can do this. You already have.

CANCER: Your true self has often been hidden by the shell you hide under which has offered great protection for your tender self. However, the new year will ask that you express yourself with more candor and creativity. You may encounter new and unusual people and their presence gives you the courage to be different. It will be a significant step for you, allowing you to grow. You will become anchored, allowing stability and security to be your priority. These may feel elusive, but call them forth to soothe any disruptive energies. Be open minded, adaptable, allowing nothing to disrupt your sense of peace. This will be a test for you. But you’re used to tests, Scorpio. Call forth your self-control, it saves you.

SCORPIO: The new year offers such unpredictability for you, so many changes that all you can do, what you would like to do, is stand in the midst of the whirlwind, paused. You are anchored, allowing stability and security to be your priority. These may feel elusive, but call them forth to soothe any disruptive energies. Be open minded, adaptable, allowing nothing to disrupt your sense of peace. This will be a test for you. But you’re used to tests, Scorpio. Call forth your self-control, it saves you.

AQUARIUS: Serenity is the keynote to your coming new year. Happiness, confidence and times of joy bring tranquility to your life. The home situation remains moveable, changeable, shifting here and there. This keeps you flexible for the unusual situations that will arise. Stability will come forth for you in time. Meanwhile, think of the new year as a fresh planetary breeze opening you up to new opportunities, new attractions and unusual experiences.

PISCES: New learning and new levels of communication, somewhat like thunderbolts, enter your life. The new year may feel like you’re in a dream. Music, healing, art, poetry, dance, photography, films form a pattern of your offerings. We are to start a boundary or a situation can get out of control. Do not allow harmony to descend into chaos. A richness of experience and opportunities enter your life for good. You are the White Magician.
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